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A day in the life of Nick and Brooke

This is a story about two friends who went on a night out and had a Adjective time.

Our first character of the story is a Adjective girl named write brooke cos i did an error . She loves dogs,

she has nice Part of Body Plural , lives most at suburb , and goes for the Adjective

afl team . Brooke doesn't like it when her friends bail on her last minute and it makes her so

Adjective . She takes about number minutes to do her makeup and it's pretty obvious. She is a

Adjective girl in general and loves to go out and party and take heaps of a drug .

The other character is none other than Nick. He is a Adjective gentlemen with a big body part . He

Adjective dogs but doesn't own one yet. He wants to get one and name it name that isnt one of ours .

Nick likes going out too sometimes but on most time of day , you'll find him at the restaurant . He

cares about his hair and takes about number minutes to get ready every morning. He loves sleep but

hates being waken up early because it makes him get Adjective and scream exclamation ! Nick is

Adjective and Adjective and he is always so talkative when he is on a drug .

Anyway, one night Brooke and Nick met up and had some drinks and the bar name . Nick had the first

round and bought a jug of alcoholic beverage , which the bartender guys name from the albert 

recommended. Brooke said another way of saying thankyou and drank the whole thing in number

seconds. Nick said exclamation and slapped Brooke in the body part . Nick stormed out and called

an uber while Brooke sat there looking like an idiot. Nick was mad at brooke and so they both headed back home

.



Brooke convinced Nick to stay over at hers by showing him her body part plural . Nick said

exclamation and quickly agreed and they went back to Brookes home.

As soon as they arrived, Nick pushed brooke into her bedroom but did it too hard and she fell and broke her

a bone . This was nick trying to be Adjective and show off his manliness but it backfired and

brooke was Adjective . She got a kitchen appliance from the kitchen and threw it at nick, although it

didnt go that far because her same bone as before was broken. I mean she could have thrown it with her other

arm but hey, she's such an idiot sometimes. Anyway, her same bone again miraculously healed and they got

into bed.

They began to Adjective and it was so Adjective . They had it live streaming on name of 

website .com.au and it had like number ,000,000 viewers. Nick was a bit concerned because Brooke

had a tattoo of famous person on her part of the body . This turned nick on a lot and he came instantly

all over her body part . But then, in walked a guy that we both know ! Nick and Brooke hid under the

covers and talked about their plan to cover up what he had seen. But being the total Adjective they are,

Josh could obviously blatenly hear what they were saying and told everyone on social network .

Nick and Brooke decided to kill themselves to make it all better.

Nick



killed himself by verb ending in ing himself in the body part with a something in your bedroom .

Brooke killed herself by verb ending in ing a nail into her body part with a something in the 

bathroom .

Their funeral date was number / number /2045 and number people showed up, including

a pet that you have or have had and a german sheppard that nick claimed was his even though it clearly was not.

The End
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